
Yoga for Beginners

Home Practice Guide



The asanas (poses) and sequences in this guide will help
you to develop mobility, strength and flexibility in all parts
of the body, and help increase the flow of prana (energy)
around the body, leaving you feeling both energised and
relaxed.

They’ll also help you to enhance your mental resilience
and stamina by training the mind to concentrate and
sustain a focused attention. And, as you practice, you can
focus that attention upon yourself so that your practice
becomes increasingly responsiveness to your own specific
needs. This means working to YOUR capacity - push where
you want to; yielding where you must.

It’s best to practice with an empty stomach, at least 2-3
hours after a meal

This guide accompanies the 2019 Yoga for Beginners
course. It is not intended as a definitive guide to yoga
practice. Yoga practice should always be guided by an
experienced teacher.

If you have any particular conditions or injuries, consult
your GP before undertaking any of the practices in this
guide



THREE KEY PRINCIPLES….
1. THE BREATH

It might come as a surprise to hear that the breath is the
single most important element of your yoga practice. In
yoga, we coordinate our movements with our breathing
as we transition between the poses, synchronising each
movement with the duration of our inhalation or
exhalation.

The main idea is to coordinate
your movements with your breath.

Your breath informs the feeling of your pose, and should
be deep, calm and steady. If the breath feels laboured,
that’s a good sign you are pushing yourself too hard.

The breath also acts as a bridge between the body and
mind: it reflects your state of mind, but you can also use
the breath to positively influence your state of mind.

Yoga practice requires us to be mindful of our breathing,
posture, balance and alignment from one moment to
the next. This makes our practice a moving meditation

This focus on the breath can also help us be more
present. If we can focus our attention on the breath
while we practice, we can give ourselves our undivided
attention, and get more out of our practice as a result.

2. YOU ARE WHERE YOU ARE

Yoga isn’t about being to put your foot behind your
head. It’s about listening to your body and responding
intelligently and compassionately, and doing what you
can at any given moment.

Yoga isn’t a competition, not even with yourself

Remember: no one is judging you except you. So start
where you are, and work to your capacity without
straining. Wait for your body to let you in and, with
patient persistence, you’ll soon notice improvements in
your strength and flexibility.

Instead of trying to achieve the perfect pose or get to
any particular level, focus on the quality of your action
and enjoy what you are doing. We can’t always dictate
the outcome of what we do, but we can determine our
attitude and approach, so give up any attachment to
results of your practice and give your best effort

“On this path, effort never goes to
waste, and there is no failure”

(Bhagavad Gita, 2:40)

Yoga has taught me that mistakes are just opportunities
to learn, and this is a lesson that I have been able to take
“off the mat” and apply my daily life.



3. BALANCE

“In whatever position one is in, or in
whatever condition in life one is placed,
one must find balance. Balance is the
state of the present – the here and now.
If you balance in the present, you are

living in Eternity.”
B.K.S. Iyengar

Balance, in all different senses of the word, is integral to
yoga.

In our asana (poses) practice, we try to bring about
balance and symmetry in the body: the left side of the
body with the right: the front with the back, and the
upper half of the body with the lower half. This means
searching for a balance of activity with passivity,
exertion with relaxation, and the tendency to push with
the need to yield.

The focus required to achieve and maintain our physical
balance helps us to develop our capacity to
concentrate and bring about a state of mental
equanimity. Yoga practice helps us to reduce stress and
anxiety, and allows us to be strong yet comfortable,
focused yet relaxed, and alert yet calm.

Balancing these complementary impulses in the body
can also provide a foundation for developing balance in
life, such as the impulse to control with the need to
sometimes surrender, or the impulse to be assertive with
the need to be passive.

The word yoga itself means "union”, “to yoke”, “to bring
together”. Yoga practice is all about harmonising pairs
of opposites to bring them into balance n order to bring
about the unity of body and mind, and the union of the
individual consciousness with the universal
consciousness.

Ancient yoga texts define yoga as a practice of,
ultimately, learning to still the mind. The physical
practices are just one part of a process requiring
perseverance and non-attachment, resulting in internal
transformation.

“Yoga is the cessation of
fluctuations of the mind”

Patanjali, Yoga Sutras 1.2

The same text tells us that our poses should be both
steady and comfortable. If our poses don’t possess these
two qualities, it’s not yoga.



Relaxation

Before starting your practice, taking some time to relax
the body and mind will make it easier to focus your
attention on your practice. Bringing your awareness to
your breath is a good way of dealing with a busy or
restless mind: the breath acts as a bridge between the
body and mind, and helps to integrate the two.

From a comfortable seated position, start by bringing
your attention to your natural, effortless breath, just
watching as it enters and leaves the body, in and out
through the nostrils.

As best you can, try to let go of any expectations of
yourself or your practice. This will help you to enjoy your
practice without worrying about achieving any
particular result.

You might also wish to scan your attention around your
body, which helps to focus your attention further and
gives you the chance to notice how the body is feeling
right now.

See if you can become utterly absorbed by your
practice, absolutely conscious and alive to each breath,
each transition, each part of each movement, and
make this a moving meditation.



Warming up

The seated twist:

Twist to the side on an
outbreath, looking for
height through the
crown of your head.

Cat balance:

Take this balance on
each side, and
flex/rotate the ankle on
the lifted leg.

Cat/Cow stretch
(Marjariasana):

Tilting the tail bone up,
relaxing the belly and
lifting the chest as you

inhale, and tip the
tailbone down,

rounding the back,
drawing the navel in

towards the spine and
tucking the chin into the

chest as you exhale.

Try to let the movement
flow from the tail bone

to the top of your head,



Surya Namaskar - the Sun Salutation

Surya - ‘Sun’; the solar deity
Namaskar - a respectful form of greeting

There are probably as many versions of the sun salutation
as there are yoga teachers. The important thing is to find
the version you enjoy the most, so you find yourself
wanting to practice.

Let your movement flow with your breath and see if you
can make the practice a moving meditation.

Prayer pose (Samasthiti)
Tall mountain
Forward fold (Uttanasana)
Flat back pose
Forward fold (Uttanasana)
Lunge (Banarasana)
Downward-Facing Dog (Adho Mukha Svanasana)
Plank (option: knees down)
Chaturanga (option)
Cobra (Bhujangasana)
Downward-Facing Dog (Adho Mukha Svanasana)
Lunge (Banarasana)
Forward fold (Uttanasana)
Tall mountain
Prayer pose (Samasthiti)





Tadasana (Mountain pose)

Tadasana is the foundation for all
standing postures.

Try to develop a sense of rootedness
through the feet, for a solid connection
to the ground beneath you, while also
feeling tall and extended through the
crown of the head.

“The more you stretch downward
through your legs and sink both feet
into the floor, rooting yourself into the

earth, the more you will be able to
stretch upward, skyward”

Erich Schiffman, Moving into Stillness



Vrksasana (Tree pose)

Make sure you begin with a firm foundation, standing
tall through the supporting foot and leg.

Try to avoid covering the knee of the supporting leg
with the lifted foot.

Try to make yourself as big as possible in the pose,
extending into your finger tips, lifting through your
crown, and pressing downward through the
supporting heel.

Gazing at a fixed point ahead of you will aid
your balance.



Virabhadrasana 3 (Warrior 3 pose)

From tadasana, take the weight into one leg and stretch back
with the big toe on the other leg, keeping the body upright.

Extending the arms wide at shoulder level, glance down at the floor
to find a fixed gazing point to help you with your balance, then tilt
the upper body forward while lifting the back leg and extending
through the heel.



Natrajasana (Dancer pose)

From Tadasana, take the weight onto one leg
and lift the opposite heel to the buttock.

Once you have your balance, lift the arm on
the supporting leg side and stretch long into
the fingertips.

From here you can the lifted palm forward
and tilt the upper body forward on an
outbreath, keeping the arm in line with
the ear and finding a strady point on the
floor in front of you to help with your balance.

You may wish to extend back through the lifted leg,
Bringing a backbend to the pose.



Virabhadrasana 1 (Warrior 1 pose)

Stepping one foot back and aligning the hips with
the short end of your mat, bend the front knee on
an outbreath and sink down through the hips.

On an inbreath, sweep the arms up and look
for length in the arms and fingers.

Keeping the front knee aligned over the heel
and pressing the back foot strongly into the
floor for a strong foundation, look for length
on the sides of torso as you breathe in.



Trikonasana (Triangle pose)

Remember that we’re not striving to reach the floor with the
lower hand. Instead we’re looking for length across the
arm span and in the sides of the waist and ribs.

If you feel the upper most shoulder dipping towards the
floor, lift the torso and bring it back into alignment with
the line between your heels.

As a variation, you may wish to bring the top
arm In line with the top ear, for a deeper
stretch to the waist.

Alternatively, you might wish to drop the
top arm behind the back and reach
the fingers round to the top of the
out-turned thigh.



Virabhadrasana 2 (Warrior 2 pose)

With the knee aligned over
the front heel and pressing the
back foot strongly into the floor for
a strong foundation, look for length
on the sides of torso as you breathe
in, and depth through the hips as
you breathe out.

Look for a sense of rootedness through
the feet, for a solid connection to the
ground beneath you, while also feeling
tall and extended through the crown.

Keep the head and shoulders
stacked above the hips, and
the shoulder blades
dropped down.



Parsvokanasana

From Warrior 2, rest the front forearm on the front thigh and stretch overhead, long into the fingertips of
the other arm.

Taking the fingers to the floor is an option for a stronger
version of the pose, but it’s not compulsory!



Parvrtti Parsvakonasana (Lunge twist)

Starting from a lunge, join the palms and hook an
elbow over the opposite knee, drawing the torso
into the front thigh.



Parvrtti Trikonasana (Reverse Triangle pose)

From the same foot position as Warrior 1, extend your arms out
to the side at shoulder level and extend forward from the hips
until the crown is at the same level as the hips.

Whichever foot is forward, take the opposite hand to the floor,
close to the front foot.

Lifting the chest, turn the upper body into the front leg, and
extend upwards with the other arm.

Rather than leaning on the lower hand, press downward
into the floor to push against it.



Backbends tend to be stimulating, instilling confidence and willpower, and releasing
negative energy. They are great for both the digestive and respiratory systems.

Dwi Pada Pitham (Bridge pose)

Moving with your breath, lift the hips as you inhale, peeling the spine away from the mat and,
as you exhale, rolling each your vertebrae back down on to the mat, one after another.

Try to maintain even pressure through the soles of your feet.



Bhujangasana (Cobra pose)

Keeping the belly pressed into the floor to maintain length in the
lower back, press down and draw backwards through the hands
to facilitate forward movement through the sternum.



Salabasana (Locust pose)

Press downwards through the top of the feet lift the head and chest
as you inhale, peeling the upprt body away from the mat.
Keep the gaze downward to maintain openness in the back of
the neck, and stretch back into the finger tips.



Ustrasana (Camel pose)

This is a strong back bend so make
Sure you have some support for the
lower back at all times, with either at
least one hand on the lower back or
supporting the weight of the upper
body through the contact of hands
against heels.

Look for forward movement through the
hips, maintaining vertical alignment of
the thighs so as not to lean back from
the knees.

Keeping the head in line with the spine,
lift upwards through the sternum.



Navasana (Boat pose)

Keep the sternum lifted to avoid rounding in the upper back. To challenge yourself, you may want to
take hold of the big toes and draw the shins in closer to the face.



Pigeon

From all fours, bring one knee forward just
behind the wrist on the same side, with the
shin diagonal and the heel close the front of
the opposite hip. Keeping the hips square to
the floor, stretch back with the back leg.

Slowly move the front foot toward the front of
your mat. The mobility here comes from the
hip and you should feel no discomfort in the
knee, so just work to your level.

Supporting the weight of the upper body with your arms, slowly start to lower the body over the right
thigh, feeling the stretch on the outside of the right thigh and hip.



Prasarita

With the feet wide and hands on the hips, inhale and lengthen through the front of body, then exhale
and fold forward from the hips, bringing the finger tips to the floor, aligned beneath the shoulders.

To move deeper into the pose, you can take the feet wider, bring the forearms towards the floor,
reach the hands back towads (or beyond) the line between your heels, or bring the head to the floor.



Upavista Konasana

With legs spread wide, root down through the sitting bones to awaken lines of energy up through the
spine and out through the legs, creating the foundation for a safe and deep forward fold.

Lift the chest on an inbreath and, with gaze lifted, walk the hands forward as you exhale. With each
inbreath, lift and lengthen through the front body, and with each outbreath walk the fingers forward to
fold more deeply into the pose, working to your level.



The Standing Flow
A great sequence that flows through some classic
standing poses, with some options for more
challenging variations that take us deeper
into the poses.

Variation 1 of Trikonasana involves
reaching out over the out-turned
leg to find length in the pose
Before tilting the forearm down
and the back arm upwards.

Side stretch 1
Side stretch 2

Triangle pose (Trikonasana)
Triangle pose variation 1
Triangle pose variation 2
Triangle pose variation 3

Warrior 2 (Virabhadrasana 2)
Reverse Warrior

Extended Side Angle Pose (Parsvokanasana)
Wide-legged standing Forward Fold

(Prasarita Padottanasana)





Folding and Twisting
Forward folds can be calming and give a great stretch to the whole of the back of the body.

Twists are great for keeping the spine mobile and releasing tension, and do wonders for your internal organs, ensuring
a healthy bloody supply to cleanse and refresh them.

Reclining twist (Jithara
parvrtti)
With feet on the floor,
squeeze the knees
together and drop to
one side, looking over
the opposite shoulder
and stretching into the
finger tips.

Forward fold
(Paschimottanasana
From a seated position,
lift the arms on an
inbreath and reach
forward, keeping the
gaze lifted. Work slowly
with the breath to find
length in the legs and
back body.

Head-to-Knee Pose
(Janu Sirsasana)
Draw one knee to the
chest and let it drop to
the side. Look over the
outstretched leg and
fold forward on an
outbreath, looking for
more length with each
outbreath.

Half-Spinal Twist (Ardha
Matsyendrasana):
Keep length on the
spine, lifting through
the crown as you
inhale, and turning
deeper into the twist as
you exhale, drawing
the bent-knee thigh
closer into the torso



Pranayama: the yogic breath

Often translated as ‘breath control’, pranayama really means ‘the control or expansion of vital energy’ (prana).
We can use different breathing techniques to manipulate the flow of energy or prana around the body, and help us
even out the fluctuations of the mind.

The yogic breath technique involves using the lungs to their full capacity, helping us to gain control of the breath and
increase our oxygen intake. This technique is especially useful in situations of high stress or anger for calming the
nerves and bringing mental clarity.

 In a comfortable seated position, close the eyes and bring your awareness to breath to your natural breath. Let
your weight sink into your sitting bones while you feel tall in the spine and extended through top of head.

 Resting your hands on your belly with your middle fingertips just touching, spend a few moments being aware of
the movement of the breath in the belly. As you breath in, let the belly soften and expand so that your middle
finger tips move away from each other. As you breathe out, let the belly deflate so the middle finger tips come
back to touch against each other. You might even want to engage the abdominal muscles gently as you breathe
out, drawing the navel towards the spine.

 After a few moments, bring your awareness to the movement of breath in your ribs, resting your hands on the sides
of your rib cage, letting it expand outwards as you breathe in and contract as your breathe out.

 After a few moments, rest your right hand on the upper chest and breathe into the upper part of the lungs, letting
the sternum lift and lower the hand.

 For the full yogic breath, we combine all three, breathing into: the belly so it expands fully but without force or
strain; continuing to breathe in to allow the ribs and to expand; and breathing in further still to allow the chest to lift,
before releasing with a long, slow outbreath.

 Imagine your breath is like the swelling of the sea, which can be nice to visualise as your practice.

 Notice how you feel when you breathe slowly and evenly.



Relaxation

Close your eyes and make yourself as comfortable as possible in savasana (corpse pose). Bring your attention to your
breath, and just watch as it rises and falls, resisting any impulse to control it. If the mind wanders, that’s fine, but as
soon as you notice, gently return your attention to the breath. Say to yourself three times, “I’m relaxing my body”. Say
to yourself three times, “I’m relaxing my mind”.

Take your awareness around the body, consciously relaxing each part in turn:
 the toes, soles of the feet and ankles
 The calf muscles, knees and thighs
 the buttocks, hips and the whole of the back
 the fingers, palms, wrists, arms, shoulders and armpits
 the belly, ribs and chest
 the collar bones, shoulder blades and neck
 the jaw, both lips, nostrils, eyelids and eyes
 the eyebrows, forehead, hair and the whole of your head

Return your attention to the breath, then slowly wake the body, moving your fingers and toes, taking a long stretch
and bringing yourself to a seated position with palms resting in a prayer position to close your practice.



tat tvam asi
You are That
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